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A Benchtop Bench

E L E VAT E D  
B E N C H  S AV E S  
Y O U R  B AC K

This benchtop bench elevates 
a workpiece several inches 
above a regular workbench, 
so it is more comfortable 
to do such tasks as cutting, 
carving, and routing. 

For routing and 

handwork, this 

minibench raises 

the action to a 

comfortable height

Stretcher, 11⁄8 in. thick by 
3 in. wide by 183⁄4 in. long, 
including 1⁄4-in.-long tenons
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Leg, 11⁄8 in. thick by 
25⁄8 in. wide by 8 in. 
long, including 11⁄4-in.-
long tenons

Dog holes,  

3⁄4 in. dia., 
spaced 21⁄2 in. 
on center
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Woodworking benches are designed to place 
a workpiece at a height that’s ideal for hand-
planing. But the perfect height for planing 

often is too low for other common bench tasks. For 
example, when routing, carving, cutting dovetails, or 
doing layout, I frequently have found myself bent over 
at an uncomfortable angle so that I could see clearly 
and work effectively. When performing these tasks, 
I like to have a workpiece positioned 6 in. to 10 in. 
above my waist level.

To bring a workpiece to my 
ideal height range, I made a small 
workbench that mounts quickly 
to my regular bench. When extra 
height is needed, the minibench 
effectively raises the worksurface to my comfort zone. 
The bench is easy to move, stores nicely under my 
bigger bench, and includes a vise that provides plenty 
of holding force. I made the bench out of maple, but 
any hard, dense wood will work. 

Trestle design is simple yet strong
I wanted the benchtop bench to be as sturdy as my 
regular bench. I settled on a trestle-table design, which 
ensured a solid bench and simplified construction.

Begin by making the top. It can be sized to suit 
individual needs, but as a general rule, keep the top 
small enough to be moved without back strain. Joint 
and edge-glue the stock, then use a handplane and 
scraper to level and smooth the surfaces. Cut 
the piece to width and length. 

Next, mill the 
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stock for the trestle base. I chose a mortise-and-tenon 
joint to connect the legs to the aprons and feet, but 
half-lap joints would work well, too. Cut mortises in the 
aprons and feet for the legs, then cut shallow mortises 
centered on the inside faces of the legs to locate 
and solidify the bolted joints with the stretch-
ers. Cut and fit the tenons on the legs and the 
stretchers. The stretcher tenons will not be 
glued, so it’s especially important that they fit 
without any slop. Now is a good time to drill 

the 3⁄8-in.-dia. bolt holes 
centered on the legs.

The trestle base is 
screwed to the top through 
three countersunk holes 

in the bottom of each apron. Elongate the 
center and rear holes to allow for the ex-
pansion and contraction of the top (see 
the left drawing on the facing page). To 
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Visit our Web site to see the author 
demonstrate the benchtop bench.
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glue up the trestles, spread glue in the mortises and 
very lightly on the tenons, push the parts together, then 
clamp up. Check for square and adjust, if necessary. 

The stretchers need to be drilled for the bolts that 
will hold the base together. Use the bolt holes in the 
trestle legs as drill guides. Dry-assemble the base and 
clamp it together, but leave access to the bolt holes. 
Be sure to drill to depth straight; use a self-centering 
dowel jig, if you need to. 

Mark the locations for the hex-nut access holes on the 
inside faces of the stretchers. Drill with a 11⁄4-in.-dia. Forst-
ner bit to within 3⁄16 in. of the outside face of each stretch-
er. The hex nuts and washers go into these holes.  

Vise adds versatility
The front vise makes it easy to clamp a workpiece 
either to the front of the bench or on top of it. While 
I wanted the vise to be simple and easy to make, I 
also needed it to accept wide boards for dovetailing 
carcases. As it turned out, a couple of veneer-press 
screws satisfied both requirements.

Mill the vise jaw and the bench face to their desig-
nated thicknesses, then cut them to the same width and 
length. Mark the locations for the veneer-press-screw 
holes on the inside of the bench face. Clamp the vise jaw 
and bench face together and drill through the bench 
face into the jaw with a 1⁄8-in.-dia. drill bit. This hole helps 
align the hole for the veneer-press nut with the one 
for the screw. Check the dimensions of the veneer-press 

screws. I used a (roughly) 5⁄8-in.-dia. screw, with the 
outside of the veneer-press nut measuring about 1 in. 
dia., although it tapered slightly. Drill the hole for the 
screw in the vise jaw, and the hole for the nut in the 
bench face. The end plate that comes with each screw 
will not be used. You can remove the plate simply by 
loosening the mounting screw. 

Enlarge the hole for the veneer-press nut, concentrat-
ing on the end of the hole nearest the benchtop. Tap 
the nut into place to check your progress. (The paint 
on the nut will rub off when it is tapped in place, 
leaving a clear picture of the areas that need relief.) 
You can remove the nut by threading the veneer-press 
screw into place and then tapping the end of the screw 
(not the handle) with a mallet. 

Once the nut fits, trace the outline of the flange onto 
the inside of the bench face. Rout away enough wood 
to allow the nut, and the screws that will attach it to 
the face, to sit flush with or slightly below the surface. 
Screw the nuts into place.

Clamp the bench face into position so that the top 
edge is flush with the benchtop, and screw the two 
outermost screws into place (drill and countersink 
pilot holes first). Turn over the benchtop and check 
where the veneer-press screw will come through the 
face. Depending on the size of your bench, you may 
have to rout a channel on the underside of the bench-
top for the veneer-press screw. Mark exactly where the 
channel will be, then remove the bench face to rout 
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Glue up the trestles, then attach the stretchers. A long bolt connects the 
end of each stretcher to the trestles. Note the access hole in the stretcher.

T R E S T L E  D E S I G N  M A K E S   
F O R  A  S T U R DY  B E N C H

BASE ASSEMBLY

The trestles and stretchers are assembled using mortise-and-
tenon construction, giving the benchtop bench solid footing. 

Foot

Apron

Leg 

Stretcher

Bolt, 3⁄4 in. dia. 
by 4 in. long

Hex  
nut

Access hole 
drilled from 
the inside face 
houses the  
hex nut.

Tenon, 1⁄2 in. 
thick by 2 in. 
wide by 11⁄4 in. 
long

Hardware 
Sources

VENEER-PRESS 
SCREW

BENCH PUP

Lee Valley Tools 
800-871-8158 

www.leevalley.com

Woodcraft
800-225-1153

www.woodcraft.com



the channel. Reattach the face, and try to thread the vise 
screw into place. Remove more wood as necessary. 

The veneer-press-screw handles will need more clear-
ance to operate easily. Glue wooden spacers, roughly  
3⁄8 in. thick by 13⁄4 in. square, over the veneer-press-
screw holes. Run the bit you used to drill these holes 
through the spacers from inside the jaw. The vise jaw will 
not open automatically when you loosen the veneer-
press screws. You can pull it open manually, or refine the 
vise with two modified 5⁄8-in. drill-bit stop collars or 
shaft collars. The bore of the collars might have to be 
enlarged to fit on the veneer-press screw. A machine 
shop can do this for you, or you can file it by hand.

Benchdogs boost performance
The addition of Veritas Bench Pups allows me to hold 
a workpiece on top of the bench. Lay out the positions 
for holes in the benchtop and the vise jaw, being care-
ful to avoid the area over the veneer-press screws and 
the apron of the base. Bore 3⁄4-in.-dia. holes and insert 
the Bench Pups. The benchtop holes are best drilled 
on the drill press, with the bench face removed. 

Reattach the face when everything is positioned proper-
ly and works smoothly. Apply glue to the mating surfaces, 
then add the screws. Finally, mount the base to the top 
by driving screws through the holes in the aprons.  ▫

Jeff Miller runs a custom furniture shop in Chicago, where he 
also offers woodworking classes (www.furnituremaking.com).
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Veneer-press screw

Inset the veneer-press nuts into the back 
of the bench face. Trace the flange profile 
(above) and rout a recess to set the nut flush 
with the stock. Secure with screws (below).

Attach the base. Mount the top to the base by driving three screws through holes 
(two slotted, one round) in each apron. 

VISE ASSEMBLY 

Before attaching the bench face to the benchtop, drill the holes for the veneer-press 
screws and install the hardware. The screws will close the vise jaw, but you’ll have to 
pull it open manually.

Wood spacer, 3⁄8 in. 
thick by 13⁄4 in. square

Top

Vise 
jaw 

Bench face

Veneer-press nut 
mounts from the back 
side of the face. 

Screws mount 
the bench face 
to the top.

Flange on the 
nut is flush with 
the surface (see 
the photos at 
right).


